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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hi thank you for coming. I am here to talk to you today about the Califronia and Oregon Ecological Forecasting NASA DEVELOP project that turned into the peer-reviewed paper “MODIS sensors can monitor spatiotemporal trends in fog and low cloud cover at 1 km spatial resolution along the U.S. Pacific Coast”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to begin with an outline of our presentation. We will start with some brief project background and community concerns, and move into our project objectives. We will then discuss our workflow and methodology, our results, and future work.------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Image 1 Credit: Redwoods and Morning Fog– CN (scorpio-tiger), https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/9d5df2e7-d8cc-4b87-8610-370f4145e641 (licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0 )Image 2 Credit: Study area with July 2020 potential fog and low cloud cover– Google Earth Engine, image from DEVELOP team



Background

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I will first provide some background and contextualize our project.



Fog and Low Stratus:
Defining Fog
 Generally, what is fog?
 A cloud base height occurring 

at or below 400m elevation1

Image credit: Cosmoerik

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Image Credit: Washington Redwoods Fog - Free photo on Pixabay (Cosmoerik) No attribution required



Fog and Low Stratus:
Defining Fog 
 Generally, what is fog?
 A cloud base height occurring 

at or below 400m elevation1
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Image credit: BLM

 What type of fog is most present 
of the California and Oregon 
coastline?
 Advection fog2

Image credit: WEATHER.GOV
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------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------https://www.weather.gov/source/zhu/ZHU_Training_Page/fog_stuff/forecasting_fog/FORECASTING_FOG.htm



Fog and Low Stratus:
Defining Fog
 Generally, what is fog?
 A cloud base height occurring 

at or below 400m elevation1

Image credit: CN

Image credit: D. Yu

Image credit: R. Wilms

 What type of fog is most present 
of the California and Oregon 
coastline?
 Advection fog2

 What is advection fog?
 Forms when relatively warm, 

moist air passes over a 
relatively cool surface 2

Image credit: WEATHER.GOV

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------https://www.weather.gov/source/zhu/ZHU_Training_Page/fog_stuff/forecasting_fog/FORECASTING_FOG.htm



Fog and Low Stratus:
Motivation for Research 
 Fog is a fast moving cloud with 

great spatiotemporal variability 
making remote sensing data 
sparse3

Image credit: CN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Image 1 Credit: Purisima Redwoods– CN (scorpio-tiger), https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/f8141613-7cde-457d-adb1-d63385d4d6c8 (licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0)



Fog and Low Stratus:
Motivation for Research 
 Fog is a fast moving cloud with 

great spatiotemporal variability 
making remote sensing data 
sparse3

 Fog has been shown to be an 
important indicator of coastal 
species distribution, for example 
coast redwood4
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Presentation Notes
Image 1 Credit: Purisima Redwoods– CN (scorpio-tiger), https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/f8141613-7cde-457d-adb1-d63385d4d6c8 (licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0)Image 2 Credit: Redwoods Mystical Fog– Rudy Wilms, https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/4f59b5a4-bc45-48b6-8bf7-48a253410001 (licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)Image 3 Credit: Muir Woods Redwood Forest– David Yu, https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/5f8b290f-48db-4444-8164-90555ffe2a9b (licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0)



Fog and Low Stratus:
Motivation for Research 
 Fog is a fast moving cloud with 

great spatiotemporal variability 
making remote sensing data 
sparse3

 Fog has been shown to be an 
important indicator of coastal 
species distribution, for example 
coast redwood4

 Fog supplies relatively cool 
temperatures and humidity 
during dry and hot summers but 
has been shown to be 
decreasing on the U.S coastline 5

Image credit: CN

Image credit: D. Yu

Image credit: R. Wilms

Image credit: BLM
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Presentation Notes
3. Torregrosa et al., 20164. Francis et al., 20205. Johnstone and Dawson, 2010Image 1 Credit: Purisima Redwoods– CN (scorpio-tiger), https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/f8141613-7cde-457d-adb1-d63385d4d6c8 (licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0)Image 2 Credit: Redwoods Mystical Fog– Rudy Wilms, https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/4f59b5a4-bc45-48b6-8bf7-48a253410001 (licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)Image 3 Credit: Muir Woods Redwood Forest– David Yu, https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/5f8b290f-48db-4444-8164-90555ffe2a9b (licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0)Image 4 Credit: Travel Tuesday–  Bureau of Land Management, https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/02935b51-9a1c-4d57-bb38-c3975e0e45a6 (licensed under CC BY 2.0)



Project Objectives

1. Create a new 
Terra MODIS 
derived fog 

dataset

Image credit: fogcat5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our first objective was to create a new remotely sensed fog presence dataset for the California and southern Oregon coastlines. The benefit to our new dataset would be higher spatial resolution and alternative temporal resolution to existing raster datasetsImage 1 Credit: Henry Cowell Forest Redwoods and Fog– fogcat5, https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/29ee33c0-0931-4ab5-82ad-957d57f9d8fe (licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0)



Project Objectives

Image credit: fogcat5

2. Validate our 
new fog dataset 

against an 
existing fog 

dataset 

1. Create a new 
Terra MODIS 
derived fog 

dataset

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our first objective was to create a new remotely sensed fog presence dataset for the California and southern Oregon coastlines. The benefit to our new dataset would be higher spatial resolution and alternative temporal resolution to existing raster datasetsWe wanted to validate our new fog dataset against Torregrosa et al, 2016 GOES derived fog dataset to test the hypothesis that where GOES detects more fog hours per day MODIS detects more fog days per month.Image 1 Credit: Henry Cowell Forest Redwoods and Fog– fogcat5, https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/29ee33c0-0931-4ab5-82ad-957d57f9d8fe (licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0)



Project Objectives

Image credit: fogcat5

3. Provide 
example for the 
strengths of our 

new dataset 

2. Validate our 
new fog dataset 

against an 
existing fog 

dataset 

1. Create a new 
Terra MODIS 
derived fog 

dataset

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our first objective was to create a new remotely sensed fog presence dataset for the California and southern Oregon coastlines. The benefit to our new dataset would be higher spatial resolution and alternative temporal resolution to existing raster datasetsWe wanted to validate our new fog dataset against Torregrosa et al, 2016 GOES derived fog dataset to test the hypothesis that where GOES detects more fog hours per day MODIS detects more fog days per month.We wanted to assess the statistical relationship between the two datasets,  look at discrepancies between values and provide information on the benefits of our new product.Image 1 Credit: Henry Cowell Forest Redwoods and Fog– fogcat5, https://ccsearch-dev.creativecommons.org/photos/29ee33c0-0931-4ab5-82ad-957d57f9d8fe (licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0)
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Presentation Notes
##### CLICK TO ANIMATE-To classify fog and build a fog dataset we used MODIS’s Bit 10 cloud band to identify where fog was present.-With MODIS’s 8-9-bit bands, we identified where high altitude, colder cirrus clouds were to mask out of our fog layer.##### CLICK TO ANIMATE-After applying both of the cloud and the cirrus masks to our imagery, we were able to determine whether fog was present at 10:30 AM.-This method of classifying fog was repeated for all days from the year 2000 to the year 2020.##### CLICK TO ANIMATE-As a result, we compiled a dataset showing the number of days per month fog was present across our study area, then ##### CLICK TO ANIMATEconducted a trend analysis of fog presence by region over the 20-year time range.##### CLICK TO ANIMATE-2000 Random Pixels were then selected for validation against Torregrosa et al., 2016 fog dataset -Finally, we validate our dataset with linear regression, compare and contrast the fog datasets as well as conduct a time series analysis as a case study for how the data might be used.------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Image Credit: MODIS Monthly Fog Presence– ArcGIS Pro, image from DEVELOP team



Study Area & Earth Observations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This figure displays the study area. Panels A, B and C show the distribution elevation, precipitation and temperature values for the land portion of our study area.D shows the study area outlined in the solid black line, the validation area which is the overlapping extent of the MODIS and GOES datasets shown in the dotted black line and the sample points for validation are shown with X’s.------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Werner et al., 2022



Study Area & Earth Observations

Terra MODIS
Moderate 

Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer

(2000-2020)

Maps days per 
month of fog for 

each pixel at 1-km 
spatial resolution 

Image credit: NASA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We mapped days of fog per month for each June through September between 2000 and 2020 at 1-km spatial resolution with MODIS using the cloud flags with the methodology previously described.------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Werner et al., 2022



Study Area & Earth Observations

GOES WEST
Geostationary 
Operational 

Environmental 
Satellite 

(2000-2009)

Maps fog hours 
per day for each 

month at 4-km 
spatial resolution 

Image credit: NOAA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fog hour per day for June through September between 2000 - 2009  by Torregrosa et al 2016 using the GOES West Geostationary satellite at 4-km spatial resolution. ------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Werner et al., 2022



Validation
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Presentation Notes
Now I will discuss our validation efforts.------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Image Credit: Fog Frequency– ArcGIS Pro, image from DEVELOP team



Results | Linear Regression Example 2009

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here scatter plots created from MODIS fog days per month and GOES fog days per year, line of best fit and associated statistics show a string, positive, linear relationship between the two fog datasets. Sample sites over land are shown in red, sample sites points over water are shown in blue. Generally, both datasets mapped higher fog values over water and lower fog values over land due to elevation and land surface temperature.------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Werner et al., 2022



Results | Monthly Validation 2000 – 2009

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In total, 38 summertime months were compared between our MODIS derived fog dataset and the GOES derived fog dataset using the 2000 randomly sampled points. Shown here are the distributions of r-squared slope and intercept values for ALL the validation data between 2000 and 2009. June r-squared values averaged 0.76, July r-squared values averaged 0.88, August r-squared values averaged 0.87, September  r-squared values averaged 0.79 Given the strong positive relationship between the two datasets we proceeded to evaluate the two datasets------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Werner et al., 2022



Results | Visual Comparison MODIS vs GOES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here the MODIS and GOES fog products are compared side by side in the Big Sur Region of CA. MODIS is in panel A on the left GOES is in panel B on the right. Pixels with high fog values are shown in blue and lower values are yellow or have no color. The distribution of redwood trees are shown with red pixels. The benefit of our 1-km product can be seen clearly on the coastline where there is a sharp gradient in high to low values due to elevation and land surface temperatures. At 4-km it would seem that these redwood pixels experience little to no fog, however, at 1-km we can see there is fog present in those areas which supports widely accepted close relationship between coast redwood distribution and fog. This figure also reveals a flaw in our hypothesis through a discrepancy in the datasets. Our hypothesis was where there are high values of fog days per month, there will also be high values of fog hours per day. For pixels well over the water and well over the land, this hold true, however on the coastline MODIS often maps high fog values while GOES maps low fog values. Which dataset is right for you depends on your research needs and other available data but this figure greatly highlights the new insights that can be gained about coastal fog at increased spatial resolution. ------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Werner et al., 2022



Results | Redwood State Parks Case Study

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To provide an example of how one might use this dataset we conducted a time series analysis of coast redwood state parks and mapped fog presence for 20 years, something that with remote sensing data alone had not been done before. It is important to conduct time series analysis of fog over ecologically significant areas because models indicate coastal fog may be declining over time. Our brief time series analysis does not support this notion as our data shows considerable interannual variability but no significant trend. This suggests that trends in fog occurrence over time may have high spatial variability and more work needs to be done to determine which areas are experiencing statistically significant trends in fog occurrence. ------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Werner et al., 2022



Conclusion

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I will now summarize the limiting factors of our project, briefly discuss major findings and discuss future work to be done of fog research.------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Image Credit: Fog Frequency– ArcGIS Pro, image from DEVELOP team



Takeaways

Spatial Resolution

Fog Monitoring

Depending on the application, 
our 1-km spatial resolution 

datasets provide much more 
information on the coastline

MODIS cloud flags can be used 
to detect spatiotemporal trends 
across the U.S. Pacific Coastline

Time Series

While fog has been shown to be 
decreasing for much of the U.S. 
Pacific Coastline, our dataset 

can be used to further 
investigate trends.

Image credit: Theo Crazzolara

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MODIS provides the ability for rapid, relatively simple fog monitoring.Spatial resolution plays a major role in spatiotemporal patterns of fog due to the quick reduction in fog presence from the coastline inland. Mapping at 1-km provides much more information in these areas.While fog has been shown to be decreasing across the U.S. pacific coastline, our case study does not support this notion for parts of the redwood forest in the Big Sur Region in Califronia. This provides motivation for more work to be done with this dataset to shed light on the spatial variability for trends in fog presence from a remote sensing perspective. Image Credit – Theo Crazzolara (CC BY 2.0) Redwood National Park | www.theocrazzolara.tk | Flickr



Limitations

 Resolution 
 Temporal: MODIS captures daytime 

imagery at 10:30 am

Cloud Height
MODIS cloud flags map all clouds 

under 6km

 Passive Remote Sensing 
 If there are low clouds below high 

cirrus clouds, we will not detect 
them

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MODIS captures daytime imagery at 10:30 am. If fog is not present at that time, MODIS will not detect it.MODIS cloud flags map all clouds under 6km. This has been shown to be ~75% accurate during the summerIf there are low clouds below a high cirrus clouds, we will not detect them. This is because we remove all pixels with a cirrus cloud flag from consideration in our calculations.------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Werner et al., 2022



Future Work: GEE Application

MODIS sensors can monitor spatiotemporal trends in fog and low cloud 
cover at 1 km spatial resolution along the U.S. Pacific Coast

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To facilitate future work with our MODIS derived fog dataset, we created a GEE application to visualize and download our monthly MODIS rasters. For more information please see our paper called, MODIS sensors can monitor spatiotemporal trends in fog and low cloud cover at 1 km spatial resolution along the U.S. Pacific Coast.



This material is based upon work supported by NASA through contract NNL16AA05C. Any mention of a commercial product, service, or activity in this material does not constitute NASA endorsement. Any opinions, findings, 
and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and partner organizations. 
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Thank you!

Questions?

Image credit: B. Woodward

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
------------------------------Image Information Below ------------------------------Image Credit: Coast Redwoods and Fog– Brian Woodward, provided by science advisors with permission to distribute



Future Work

Data beyond 2020 
is now available 
on Google Earth 
Engine through 

our App. 

More work needs to 
be done with remote 
sensing products to 
investigate trends in 
fog on the U.S Pacific 

Coastline

This dataset could be 
used for species 

distribution modeling 
and climate 

investigations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Don’t think I’ll need this slide but its visually appealing and can hold good content if I need it. ##### CLICK TO ANIMATEData beyond 2020 is now available on Google Earth Engine through our App. ##### CLICK TO ANIMATEMore work needs to be done with remote sensing products to investigate trends in fog on the U.S Pacific Coastline##### CLICK TO ANIMATEThis dataset could be used for species distribution modeling and climate investigationsIcon Credits: PowerPoint ClipArt
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